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SUMMARY \ 
This document describes the Anchored IMP (AIMP) 
satellite mission events and the Real Time Computing System 
to support the mission. Three broad categories are covered (a) ; 
the genera3 mission sequence of events, which gives launch and 
transfer trajectory events and required times involved; (b) a 
i 
i 
I 
i trajectory profile, which includes such critical parameters as flight path angle and burnout speed; and (c) a general description 
\ 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
. The primary objective of the AIMP mission is to measure interplanetary 
magnetic fields, solar plasma fluxes, and interplanetary dust distributions 
near the moon. Secondary objectives are  to obtain information concerning the 
gravitational field of the moon by analysis of the spacecraft orbital motion and 
to study radio wave propagation in the vicinity of the mom and the lunar iono- 
sphere. * 
The nominal trajectory of AIMP is designed to achieve a lunar orbit in 
order to provide a more complete sampling of the environment at lunar distances 
than is possible with circumterrestial satellites. By utilizing the moon as an 
anchor, the spacecraft will be able to make approximately 13 complete circuits 
of the earth at lunar distances within a year's time. 
The mission profile and the Real Time Program will be designed according 
to the following constraints and ground rules: 
a. During the time period from 3rd stage burnout to as long as 20 minutes 
after burnout, the AIMP spacecraft will be transmitting optical aspect 
and spacecraft status telemetry data. Because range and range rate 
data and telemetry data cannot be transmitted simultaneously, no range 
and range rate tracking data can be obtained during this time period 
(up to 20 minutes after burnout), even though tracking station coverage 
may exist prior to that time. 
b. Within 30 minutes after 3rd stage burnout, all optical aspect data 
received from the spacecraft by Kano, Johannesburg, Ascension, and 
Tananarive will be available at Goddard. 
c 
*References 1 & 2 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f .  
g. 
h. 
i. 
Within approximately 70 minutes after 3rd stage burnout, sufficient 
tracking information will be available at Goddard from Tananarive and 
Carnarvon to determine the orbit to an accuracy of approximately f16 
kilometers in position and f8  meters/second in velocity. * 
With existing communications systems, range and range rate tracking 
data cannot be received at GSFC in real time. For example, it requires 
1 0  minutes to receive two minutes of tracking data at GSFC for a 
sampling rate of one sample per second. 
Although simultaneous coverage exists over a major portion of the 
transfer trajectory and the lunar  orbit, only one station can receive 
range and range rate data at a given time. 
There will be no midcourse correction during the transfer phase of the 
trajectory between 3rd and 4th stage burns. 
The go/no-go decision for insertion into lunar orbit will be made 
approximately three to eight hours after 3rd stage burnout. The sole 
criterion for this decision will be the ability to insert the spacecraft 
into a lunar orbit with a six-month dynamical lifetime. ** If this criterion 
is not met, an alternate mission (circumterrestial orbit) will be flown. 
Assuming that a six-month dynamical lifetime in lunar orbit can be 
achieved, the following criteria will be used to determine the time of 
4th stage retrofire for insertion into a lunar orbit: 
1. 
2. 
In the event of a no-go decision, an alternate mission will be chosen. 
Apocynthion distance to be minimized. 
Time in shadow to be minimized or  less than two and one-half hours. 
*References 3 & 4 
**Subject to modification by the AIMP Project Office. Refer to Figure 4-4 for 
Real Time Program logic concerning lifetime criteria. 
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Section 2 
GENERAL MISSION SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 
The Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (AIMP) spacecraft will 
be launched by a three-stage Improved Delta (DSV-3E) vehicle from Complex 17, 
Cape Kennedy, Florida. The flight will be controlled by means of on-board 
autopilot programs for 1st stage powered flight (one roll and four pitch rate 
programs) and for 2nd stage powered flight (two pitch rate programs). In 
addition, both 1st and 2nd stages will be actively controlled from Bell Telephone 
Laboratories' ground stations. Since the 2nd stage burnout (SECO) is below the 
horizon for the BTL guidance system, an integrating accelerometer is used to 
terminate 2nd stage thrust. 
After SECO, the 2nd stage programmer initiates a coast phase pitch program 
to obtain the proper attitude for the spacecraft spin-up operation. The programmer 
also initiates the firing of the spin rockets, the separation of the 2nd stage, and 
the activation of the 3rd stage ignition timer. The 3rd stage burn injects the 
spacecraft into the transfer trajectory to the moon. The duration of burn is about 
22.6 seconds; the impulsive velocity increment provided is about 2.68 km/sec. 
After 3rd stage burnout, the de-spin yo-yo mechanism is deployed, and the 
spacecraft booms and solar paddles are erected. The spent 3rd stage is then 
separated . 
The 4th stage/spacecraft combination continues on its approximately three- 
day flight to the vicinity of the moon. Telemetry and tracking data during this 
period will be utilized to determine the attitude and trajectory so the 4th stage 
can be fired at the optimum time to obtain a stable lunar orbit. The actual firing 
of the 4th stage, whether performed by direct command o r  by an on-board timer, 
is the final control action on the AIMP trajectory; the spacecraft orbit is then 
fixed. 
2 -1 
t 
A time schedule of mission events from liftoff to injection is presented in 
, Table 2-1, and from injection throught the early phase of transfer trajectory in 
Tables 2-2 and 2-3. No attempt has been made to detail the roll and pitch rate 
programs of the 1st and 2nd stages since no firm information is available on 
these programmed maneuvers at this time. A typical reference trajectory set 
of parameters is given in Table 2-4, and the launch azimuths and times for the 
2nd and 3rd quarter, 1966, launch dates are given in Table 2-5. 
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Table 2-1. Sequence of Events (Liftoff to Injection) 
Time from Liftoff 
(Seconds) 
0 
0 
90 
148.62 
148.62 
152.62 
152.62 
163.6% 
215.5 
32 7 
32 7 
542.36 
542.36 
542.7 
562.7 
626.5 
1081.7 
1083.7 
1087.7 
1110.3 
1156.7 
1204.7 
1206.7 
1211.7 
Event 
Vehicle liftoff 
Start 1st stage programmer 
Start 1st stage active guidance (BTL) 
Main engine cutoff 
Start 2nd stage programmer 
Separate 1st stage 
Ignite 2nd stage 
Start 2nd stage active guidance (BTL) 
Jettison payload fairings 
Stop 2nd stage active guidance 
Start 2nd stage integrating accelerometer 
2nd stage engine cutoff command from 
integrating accelerometer 
Switch to coast phase control 
2nd stage cutoff 
Start coast phase pitch program 
Stop coast phase pitch program 
Fi re  spin rockets 
Separate 2nd stage 
3rd stage ignition 
3rd stage burnout = Injection 
Deployment of de-spin yo-yo mechanism 
Erect solar paddles 
Erect spacecraft booms 
Separate 3rd stage 
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Table 2-5. Launch Azimuths and Times for  2nd and 
3rd Quarter, 1966, Launch Dates* 
Launch Date 
0 Day 
+1 
+2 l 1  
+3 ' I  
+4 
+29 
+30 
+31 I 1  
+32 l 1  
Launch Time 
14.235 08 hours GMT 
15.179 58 I 1  
16.098 58 I 1  I I  
17.006 58 I 1  
17.941 58 1 1  
13.991 58 1 1  
14.889 58 l 1  1 1  
15.806 78 I'  I I  
16.837 58 If 1 1  
Launch Azimuth 
78.80 degrees 
80.40 ( I  
84.15 
89.82 
97.32 I 1  
82.65 
87.70 l 1  
94.55 
103.80 
~ 
*Reference 7 
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Section 3 
TRAJECTORY PROFILE 
The current AIMP launch philosophy involves using a launch u imuth  varying 
from day to day, but held constant during a daily launch window of three minutes 
duration, and using essentially a constant powered flight central angle from liftoff 
to 3rd stage burnout, For each launch date a new launch azimuth and launch time 
will be used in order to achieve a desired aim point in the vicinity of the moon. 
Selection of possible launch dates is governed primarily by the following 
considerations: 
a. The capability of the vehicle to produce a lunar transfer trajectory must 
exist using a constant powered flight central angle (liftoff to 3rd stage 
burnout) while keeping the launch azimuth within range safety limits 
(70' - 1100). 
The spin axis-sun angle must be within 30° to 150' within two weeks of 
lunar orbit insertion, and must remain within these limits for at least 
a three-month time period. 
b. 
Typical trajectory conditions (nearly constant for any launch date) are as 
f 011 ows: 
a. 
b. Second stage burnout altitude: 148 km 
c. Second stage burnout speed 8.373 km/sec 
d. Second stage burnout flight path angle: Oo 
e. 
f .  Third stage burnout altitude: 355 km 
g. Third stage burnout speed 10.822 km/sec 
h. Third stage burnout flight path angle: 5.3O 
Central angle (earth-fixed) from liftoff to 2nd stage burnout: 20.4' 
Central angle (earth-fixed) from liftoff to 3rd stage burnout: 59.4' 
3 -1 
Azimuth and sub-vehicle latitude and longitude at 2nd and 3rd stage burnouts 
a re  then functions of the respective central angles and the launch azimuth for a 
particular launch date. 
The transfer trajectory will be nominally of 70 to 80 hours duration to peri- 
cynthion and will approach the moon within a few degrees of the ecliptic plane 
leading the moon. * The 4th stage will be fired at the best time to achieve a stable 
lunar orbit based on tracking and telemetry data from which the transfer orbit and 
the spacecraft spin-stabilized attitude have been determined. 
*Reference 8 
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Section 4 
GENERAL DESZRIPTION O F  THE ANCHORED IMP 
REAL TIME COMPUTING SYSTEM 
I .  
The Anchored IMP Real T h e  program will be modeled after the GSFC Real 
Time Programming System used in support of the Mercury and Gemini projects. 
This program will be designed to accommodate the asynchronous demands of 
incoming tracking data and control parameters and the transmission of output 
displays necessary to provide for continuing mission control. 
The processors of the real time program will be divided into two major 
categories: monitor processors and computational processors. The monitor 
processors will contain all of the logic necessary to handle the program interrupts 
arising from real time data transfer and will assign priority to the computational 
processors of the system. The computational processors comprise the remainder 
of the routines in the system and are under the control of the real time monitor 
processors. 
The computational processors will be designed to accommodate the require- 
ments of the different mission phases. The programs for the launch phase of the 
mission will be able to accept IP 3600 vectors to drive launch displays and to 
obtain insertion vectors. The IP 3600 i s  the range safety computer at Cape 
Kennedy which processes powered flight data during the launch phase. The vectors 
which it computes a re  transmitted by high speed lines to GSFC where they a re  
reformatted and used to generate additional data required for displays. The dis- 
plays will include the current velocity, flight path angle, altitude, sub-vehicle 
position, and other parameters on the new multipurpose display unit. The launch 
phase programs will also accept high speed raw radar data from the C-band 
beacon on the 2nd stage of the Delta vehicle transmitted via Bermuda o r  via down- 
range ETR sites (eg., Antigua) in order to obtain insertion vectors and to predict 
2nd stage impact. The launch programs will also include capability for variable 
azimuth from day to day for launch displays. The launch programs will accept 
4-1 
telemetry signals for such event times as liftoff and 2nd stage cutoff. Manual 
intervention on telemetry signals will be included in case a telemetry signal is 
not received or  is received garbled. 
The real  time computer program will be able to accept low-speed raw radar 
data in  order to improve the estimate of the 2nd/3rd stage trajectory, and to use 
this orbit to obtain better predictions for 2nd stage impact. The pre-injection 
programs will use the cwrected 2nd/3rd stage orbit and. will add a nominal 3rd 
stage burn for injection determination. There will be a period of up to 20 minutes 
after injection into the transfer orbit during which aspect sensor telemetry data 
will be transmitted back to the tracking stations from the spacecraft. During this 
period, no range and range rate tracking data will be received at GSFC. Minitrack 
data may be used to obtain a fix on the orbit prior to range and range rate data 
transmission. (See Table 2-1 for the sequence of events during this period.) 
The transfer phase will include routines to accept, validate, and edit the 
tracking data from the Goddard Range and Range Rate Network and from the 
Minitrack Network; to determine, predict, and correct the estimate for the 
transfer trajectory; to generate acquisition data for the supporting networks; and 
to generate displays of present trajeztory conditions. 
An 8th order central difference Gauss-Jackson numerical integrator will be 
used to generate the orbit. The equations of motion near the earth will include 
second, third, and fourth harmonic terms for the earth's potential, a drag 
deceleration term, a thrust  term (to be used for  the 3rd and 4th stage firings), 
and perturbation terms due to the sun and the moon. The moon will be treated 
as a triaxial ellipsoid. The integration will be done in an inertial frame refer- 
enced to the mean equator and equinox of 1950.0. All output during the transfer 
trajectory will be referenced to the true equator and equinox of date in a geocentric 
f rame.  The partial derivatives of the position and velocity vectors with respect 
to the initial position and velocity vectors which are needed for the differential 
correction processor will be obtained from the integration of the variational 
- 
4 -2 
equations. Weighted least squares and/or Bayes techniques are  to be included 
in the differential correction processor. * 
As soon as a good determination of the transfer trajectory is achieved, the 
real time program wi l l  begin to compute possible 4th stage firing times. (See 
Figure 4-1.) First, if It is determined on the basis of the computed transfer 
trajectory that it is possible to achieve some lunar orbit, the computer programs 
will generate a series of plots and printouts to determine the best 4th stage firing 
time. These plots will include as a function of various firing times the following 
parameters: 
a. ApocFthion 
b. Pericynthion 
c. Inclination to lunar equator 
d. Orbital period 
e. Shadow time 
f .  Lifetime 
g. Apocynthion-moon-sun angle 
These parameters will be weighted and used by the computer to generate the 
optimum time of 4th stage firing, subject to manual override by the project officers. 
Second, if it is determined that a lunar orbit is not possible, the computer programs 
will go through an analysis to determine the time to fire the 4th stage to achieve 
the best possible alternate mission. Plots of the orbital parameters versus 4th 
stage firing times will be displayed. 
Once the 4th stage has fired and the spacecraft has achieved its final orbit, 
the real time program will continue to process the orbit in a manner similar to 
that used for the transfer phase in that a continually updated estimate of the 
orbit will be maintained, associated displays will be driven, and acquisition data 
will be sent out to the supporting networks. After a satisfactory determination of 
the lunar orbit is achieved, the Data Operations Branch at GSFC will terminate 
continuous real time support, but will continue the orbit determination process 
*Reference 9 
4-3 
by periodically taking tracking data and updating the orbit. This process will 
continue for the lifetime of the AIMP mission. Orbit tapes for  this phase of the 
mission will be produced and made available at periodic intervals to the experi- 
menters in the various coordinate systems. 
See Figure 4-1 for a pre-programming logic flow. 
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. 
I 
Obtain T,V from ephemeris tape 
for retrofire initial conditions. 
Int2grate through 4th stage burn 
' for  insertion into alternate 
mission orbit. Store 4th stage 
burnout conditions. 
First two minutes of tracking 
data from Tananarive in com- 
puter at approx. 30 minutes 
after injection. (See Table 2 -3 .) 
Calculate spin axis-sun angle 
history for 180 days. 
Q 
Display & 
p t  Printout 
1 
Aspect sensor data in computer 
approx. 30 minutes following 
reception by station. (See 
Table 2 -2. ) 
30-70 minutes past injection 
orbit determination process to 
achieve accuracy of: 
*?16 km in position and 8 m/  
sec in velocity to process 
optical aspect data. 
"216 km in position and 8 m/ 
sec  in velocity to integrate 
to 4th stage retrofire at 
lunar distance for  alternate 
mission decision. 
Integrate orbit backwards to 
obtain position of spacecraft at 
time of optical aspect data 
telemetry recording. 
Process  optical aspect data to 
obtain direction of spin axis and 11 4th stage retrofire direction. 
Integrate to moon and generate 
position and velocity ephemeris 
for every m minutes. 
(Assume trial retrofire time I 
I (from tl to t in increments of 2 
Atl minutes for alternate 
t 
Figure 4-1. Pre-Programming Logic Sequence (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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. Q 
Assume trial retrofire times 
from t3 to t in increments of 
A t  minutes for lunar orbit 
analysis. 
4 
3 
Obtain F, V from ephemeris tape 
for retrofire initial conditions. 
Integrate through 4th stage burn 
for insertion into lunar orbit. 
Store 4th stage burnout conditions. 
- 
Printout 
- 
intervention 
' 
Note: 
1 
e = eccentricity 
Yes 
w Yes 
Manual 
intervention Yes 
w 
Nn 
RA = Apocynthio 
Radius 
** Pericynthion height 
- Y e s  7 
calculations 
*Preliminary selection based upon initial 
conditions in lunar orbit, taking into account 
propagation of e r ro r s  due to orbit determin- 
ation and 4th stage firing errors .  These 
cr i ter ia  are  tentative subject to further 
investigation. equations of motion. 
**Intermediate selection based 
upon integration for 180 days 
in  lunar orbit using simplified 
Figure 4-1. Pre-Programming Logic Sequence (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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0 
Improved lifetime, shadow, 
elements, etc. calculations 
using simplified equations of 
motion for every post-retrofire 
-vector. 
t 
Improved orbit 
determination 
Reintegrate to moon. Generate 
7 ,  T epheremis every m minutes. 
Assume retrofire times from t3 
to t every A t  minutes. 
Obtain EF, V from ephemeris tape. 
4 3 
Retrofire and obtain elements 
for insertion into lunar orbit 
* 
from t to t in A t  increments. 3 4  3 
I 
Select orbit which minimizes 
RA and shadow time (weighted 
Rigorous integration to verify 
selected retrofire time. 
* Select all orbits with Rp>Rpminl 
lfor d davs. 
transmitted to space- 
Display & print elements, 
lifetime, and shadow. 
Q 
*Machine selection 
of retrofire time 
Manual intervention 
retrofire time. 
Rigorous integration of post- 
Manual intervention &
Display & prin I selection). selected orbit 
IRetrofire command I 
Figure 4-1. Pre-Programming Logic Sequence (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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Section 5 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
The Systems Analysis Office, as the cognizant representative of the 
Tracking and Data Systems Directorate in the computational area for  the 
AIMP project, will provide the Data Operations Branch with all analysis and 
equations pertaining to lifetime and shadow calculations, alternate mission 
calculations, and 4th stage retrofire decisions in support of the AIMP mission. 
The Data Operations Branch has the responsibility for analysis necessary 
for the orbit determination programs and supplemental analysis. The Data 
Operations Branch further has the responsibility for implementing and operating 
the Real Time Computer Program in support of the AIMP mission, including 
post-launch orbit determination for the duration of the AIMP mission. 
5 -1 
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